
General Fumctionality of Machine:  High-speed/high cycle rate production of rolls of bags with no core required. 
A perforated web of bags can be wound continuously or with the perforations broken and the bags overlapped onto each 
other for easy, “no tear” dispensing.  Designed for simplified maintenance, the 0330HSW features courtesy lighting, process 
viewing windows and access from four sides of the machine. The dual winding functionality features a patented, rotor-less 
overlap technology and can include two optional roll banders/labelers.  High-speed converting and high cycle-rate winding 
allow for efficient converting of a wide range of roll sizes and product counts. 

Spare Parts and Service
Service is available directly through CMD trained technicians and through 
international associates.  Spare parts are quickly available through a fully-staffed 
parts department and international associates.  Ethernet-enabled machinery 
allows for remote diagnostics and troubleshooting.

©2015 CMD Corporation  Patent-protected technology

Rolls can be 127 to 330 mm 
(5 to 13) in wide
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In overlap mode, 
the perforation 
connecting the 
bags is broken, 
and each bag is 
“overlapped” onto 
the next bag, so it 
is not necessary 
to tear one bag 
from the web when 
dispensing a bag 
from the roll.

Specifications

System includes:
Film infeed dancer
Perforation detector with dual cantilevered, swing-arm design to 
accommodate multiple perforation-fold
Dual winding assemblies with rotor-less overlap technology
Dual spindle push off assemblies
Roll catch tray

Compact Footprint  
1676 mm (66 inch) long
1575 mm (62 inch) wide 
1905 mm (75 inch) high base machine

Machine Speed
18 meters per minute (60 feet per minute) Minimum
183 meters per minute (600 feet per minute) Maximum

Winding Cycle Rates
Up to 30 cycles per minute
Up to 24 cycles per minute with roll banding

Material
LDPE, LLDPE, MDPE, and HDPE 

Design Standards 
CE, ISO, ANSI, and OSHA

Controls Platform  
Rockwell/Allen Bradley: 
AB Compact Logix PLC 
Kinetix Servo System 
Color Panel View Touch screen
Phone Modem - Used for remote machine access

Electrical Power Requirements
380-480 VAC, 3 PH, 50/60 Hz
Under 25 Full Load Amps @ 480 VAC (base machine without options) 
Under 30 Full Load Amps @ 480 VAC (with bander option) 

Pneumatic Requirements
12-49 cfm  - dependent upon functionality being utilized 
(overlap, banding, etc..

Model 0330HSW 
Global High Speed Bag Winder 
Choose between perforation-connected 
or overlapped (interleaved) bags on a roll 
at speeds up to 183 mpm (600 fpm)


